A novel method combining imaging techniques and fluorescence fingerprint (FF) data measurement was developed to visualize the distributions of gluten and starch in dough without any preprocessing. Fluorescence images of thin sections of gluten, starch, and dough were acquired under 63 different combinations of excitation and emission wavelengths, resulting in a set of data consisting of the FF data for each pixel. Cosine similarity values between the FF of each pixel in the dough and those of gluten and starch were calculated. Each pixel was colored according to the cosine similarity value to obtain a pseudo-color image showing the distributions of gluten and starch. The dough sample was then fluorescently stained for gluten and starch. The stained image showed patterns similar to the pseudocolor FF image, validating the effectiveness of the FF imaging method. The method proved to be a powerful visualization tool, applicable in fields other than food technology.
The structural analysis of food has advanced rapidly in the past quarter century, and many microscopic and imaging techniques have been developed. The structure of bread dough formed by gluten and starch and the changes in it through the mixing process are one of the most intensively studied targets of optical microscopy, including the relation of the structure to the rheological properties of the dough 1) and the optimum mixing conditions needed to produce the desired texture in the final product. 2) Wheat flour dough consists of two immiscible phases: the gluten phase and the liquid phase containing watersoluble compounds and starch.
3) The gluten phase serves as the dough skeleton and dominates the rheological behavior of wheat flour dough during extensive deformation, 1) while the starch in the liquid phase acts as a filler. 4) Microscopic approaches used to observe the gluten distribution in dough can be roughly classified into two: the light microscopic approach and the electron microscopic approach. The light microscopic approach, including bright field, [5] [6] [7] confocal scanning laser [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and epifluorescence light 14) microscopy require the dough to be stained prior to observation in order to enhance the contrast between different constituents. The electron microscopic approach has a much higher resolution than the light microscopic approach. 15) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are the two principal modes of electron microscopy, but SEM is more commonly used in the visualization of dough structures. [16] [17] [18] Both the light microscopic and the electron microscopic approach require the sample to go through preprocessing including staining, drying, and freezing in order to obtain a clear image of the distributions of gluten and starch in the dough. This takes time and requires skill to be performed accurately. Hence, we focused on a nondestructive visualization method using the fluorescence fingerprint (FF) in imaging.
The FF, also known as the excitation-emission matrix (EEM), is a set of fluorescence spectra acquired at consecutive excitation wavelengths to create a threedimensional diagram. 19) The pattern of this diagram, rather like the actual fingerprint, is unique for each measured sample, and contains abundant information about the constituents. Thus, fine distinctions can be made between samples that would otherwise be indistinguishable. Many qualitative and quantitative studies using the FF and multivariate analysis methods have been reported 20) for various target foods, including meat, 21) olive oil, 22) wine, 23) and beer. 24) By combining fluorescence fingerprint measurement with imaging techniques, it is possible to visualize the internal structure and the distribution of specific constituents in the sample. Because this approach is based on fluorescence measurement, no preprocessing steps, such as staining and drying, are required, allowing nondestructive and noncontact observation of the sample. Tsuta et al. 25) used this approach, and acquired the fluorescence image of a cross section of a soybean seed at consecutive excitation and emission wavelengths, resulting in the acquisition of spatial FF data. These data were processed by multivariate analysis methods to visualize the internal structure of the sample. The method made use of an advantage of FF measurement:
y To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +81-29-838-8047; Fax: +81-29-839-1552; E-mail: sugiyama@affrc.go.jp that it enables finer distinctions between constituents as compared with normal spectroscopy. However, the study relies on unsupervised learning methods as opposed to the supervised learning methods normally used to extract specific information on target constituents. Furthermore, methods of measuring spatial FF data and of visualizing the results have yet to be developed.
Hence, the objective of this study was to develop a novel fluorescence fingerprint (FF) imaging method, in which FF spectroscopy is combined with imaging and the FF data are analyzed by a supervised visualization technique, and to explore its possibilities by applying it to the visualization of the gluten and starch distributions in dough.
Materials and Methods
The FF imaging system. An FF imaging system was constructed to acquire the FF data and spatial information on the sample simultaneously. The system (Fig. 1) consists mainly of a light source (MAX-302, Asahi Spectra, Tokyo, Japan), monochrome CCD camera (ORCA-ER-1394, Hamamatsu Photonics, Shizuoka, Japan), and two sets of band-pass filters.
The light from the light source is filtered through a band-pass filter (HQBP filter, Asahi Spectra) to obtain monochromatic light of a specific wavelength. This excitation light is irradiated onto the sample through a rod lens (RLQ-1, Asahi Spectra), which is used to attain a uniform light area. The fluorescence emitted from the sample passes through an objective lens (M Plan Apo, Mitsutoyo, Kanagawa, Japan) at a magnification of 5.0Â, and is filtered through a band-pass filter (M.C. Filter, Asahi Spectra) to obtain a fluorescence image of the sample at a specific emission wavelength. The excitation and emission wavelengths are controlled by changing the band-pass filters at either end of the FF imaging system. The half width of each band-pass filter lies in a range of 9.0 to 11.0 nm. The fluorescence image of the sample at specific excitation and emission wavelengths is captured with a monochrome charge coupled device (CCD) camera.
Each pixel of the CCD in the camera acts as a sensor measuring the fluorescence emitted from an area in the sample corresponding to a single pixel, thereby constructing the FF of the sample in that particular area. When the measurement process is complete, the acquired data constitute a structure of four dimensions, two dimensions assigned to the x and y-axes of the spatial plane and two dimensions assigned to the excitation and emission wavelengths of the FF. Hence, the data can be viewed from one dimension as fluorescence images under different wavelength conditions, and from another dimension as the FF data for each pixel. Since the FF contour pattern reflects the substances that make up the sample, analysis of these spatial FF data makes possible the visualization of the distribution of specific substances and surface structures.
Sample preparation. Gluten and starch were fractionated from dough by the Martin or dough (-ball) process 26) as follows: Flour (2;000 g) (Camellia, Nisshin Flour Milling Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was mixed with 1;400 g of tap water and mixed with a mixer (DTM-30, SK Mixer, Saitama, Japan) for 2 min at 110 rpm and for 6 min at 225 rpm to produce dough. After a 30 min soak in water, the dough was carefully kneaded in water to separate gluten from starch granules and other soluble substances, by a method proposed by Macritchie. 27) The extracted gluten was cut into pieces approximately 2 cm square, frozen, and kept at À80 C. The primary starch was freeze-dried and kept at À20 C. These samples of fractionated gluten and starch were used as reference data when analyzing the FF of the bread dough.
Three further batches of dough were prepared to produce dough at the under-, optimum-, and over-mixing stages. The ingredients and preparation methods followed those for dough described above. The dough at the under-mixing stage was mixed for 3 min at 110 rpm. The dough at the optimum-mixing stage was mixed for 3 min at 100 rpm, 10 min at 225 rpm, 6 min at 280 rpm and 1 min at 420 rpm. The dough at the over-mixing stage was mixed for 9 min at 420 rpm following the same mixing procedure as for the optimally mixed dough. The dough was cut into small pieces, approximately 2 cm square, frozen, and kept at À80 C. In order to limit the change in properties of the dough through freezing to a minimum, the samples were frozen quickly at low temperatures as in the literature. 1, 9) The frozen dough and gluten were broken into small pieces, approximately 0.5 cm square, with a hammer and quickly embedded in a freeze embedding agent (Tissue-Tek O.C.T. compound, Sakura Finetek Japan, Tokyo, Japan) before the sample melted. The sample was frozen at À80 C until the O.C.T. compound was completely fixed, transferred to a cryomicrotome (Leica CM1850, Leica Microsystems Japan, Tokyo, Japan) cooled to a temperature of À20 C, and sliced to make thin sections 20 mm thick. The thin sections were mounted on a glass slide (Matsunami Micro Slide Glass, Osaka, Japan), immediately defrosted, dried and measured at room temperature.
The freeze-dried starch was mixed with 70% distilled water to prepare an easily handled paste with a moisture content equal to that of the dough, and was embedded in the O.C.T. compound. The sample was frozen, sliced using a cryomicrotome, and dried, following the method for gluten and dough. However, the thin sections of starch were sliced to a thickness of 15 mm, which enabled clear observation of individual starch granules.
Fluorescence image acquisition. The samples were set under the FF imaging system and spatial FF data was acquired. The excitation and emission wavelengths used ranged from 260 nm to 320 nm and from 370 nm to 450 nm respectively, at 10 nm intervals. These seven excitation wavelengths and nine emission wavelengths were combined to make 63 wavelength conditions. The wavelength range constructing the FF was kept to the minimum, just enough to discriminate between the components. This was necessary because too many wavelength conditions leads to an extension in measuring time, resulting in possible damage to the sample. A wavelength resolution of 10 nm between wavelengths was proved enough for FF analysis by Fujita et al.
28)
The exposure time of the camera was set at 1.0, 5.0 or 10 s, the longest exposure time possible for each wavelength on condition that the fluorescence intensity of each pixel not exceed the maximum sensitivity of the camera, or ''overflow.'' This meant that the exposure times were set to be longer for the wavelengths at which fluorescence emission was weak and shorter for those at which fluorescence emission was strong. The acquired FF was a response pattern for each sample with maximum sensitivity towards weak fluorescence responses. The exposure times for the same wavelength condition were uniform throughout all the samples, so that the FF patterns of the samples could be compared.
A set of fluorescence images was taken using 2 Â 2 binning 29) resulting in a image of 512 Â 672 pixels. The data were stored as a 12-bit image. The fluorescence images contained dark noise 30, 31) which was corrected by subtracting a dark image acquired by closing the camera shutter and covering the lens with aluminum foil so that no light entered through the lens.
Analysis of FF data. The objective of the data analysis was to extract information on the proportion of gluten or starch at each point in the dough sample, because monitoring of the areas showing a high proportion of gluten or starch would result in visualization of the distributions of these components. The hypothesis was that the degree of similarity between the FF pattern of a particular area and the FF of gluten would correlate with the actual proportion of gluten in the area. An FF pattern similar to that of gluten would suggest a high proportion of gluten and likewise of starch.
A simple index explaining the similarity of two multidimensional vectors, the value of cosine similarity, 32, 33) was introduced to measure the similarity between the FF of each pixel in the dough sample and the FF of the fractionated gluten or starch. A large value of cosine similarity between the FF vector of a pixel and the FF of pure gluten would indicate a high ratio of gluten in the area corresponding to the pixel, and similarly for starch.
The analytical process can be summarized into three steps: positional alignment of the FF images, masking the bubble areas, and the assignment of a color to each pixel according to the value of cosine similarity between the FF of the pixel and that of gluten or starch. Analysis and image processing were carried out using versatile numerical analysis software (MATLAB, The Math Works, Massachusetts, USA) and image processing software (ImagePro, Media Cybernetics, Maryland, USA).
The 63 fluorescence images acquired using the FF imaging system should be aligned spatially so that all the corresponding pixels in each image match a single point in the sample. Since the measuring device tended to move slightly when the filters were changed, the images were not captured in precisely the same positions. Hence, the position of the each image was adjusted slightly. This process was performed by selecting the same three points on each fluorescence image and using the image registration tools in MATLAB to align the images on the basis of the selected points. To reduce computational load, a region of 256 Â 336 pixels was selected from the center of the original image for further analysis.
Masking of bubble areas. The samples contained small air bubbles created when the dough was mixed, and these appeared as holes when the samples were sliced. These areas showed a weak fluorescence response, and the data contained noise that was thought to lead to decreases in the precision of analysis if included in the data. Hence, a masking process based on linear discrimination analysis was imposed prior to FF data analysis to exclude the pixels in the bubble area from the calculations. Since the bubble areas showed weaker fluorescence than the sample areas, the absolute value or the Euclidean norm of the FF vector was used as the variable for discrimination. The absolute value of the FF vector is defined by equation (1):
Areas that were clearly inside the bubble areas or inside the sample areas were selected from the original fluorescence image to create the training set. The training set is a set of data of known class from which the discriminant function is calculated. Care was taken to select pixels that were clearly inside the bubble areas or the sample areas, leaving out the borders to be classified using the discriminant function. Every pixel of the image, including the pixels used to make up the training set, was classified using the discriminant function into the ''bubble area'' or the ''sample area.'' Image processing. The value of cosine similarity between the FF vector of each pixel in the dough sample and the average FF of gluten and starch was calculated. Since the gluten and starch samples were not completely homogeneous, the average FF of gluten and starch, defined by the average fluorescence intensity of all the pixels in each sample excluding pixels in the bubble area, were used in the calculations.
After the cosine similarity between the FF of each pixel of the sample images and that of fractionated gluten or starch was calculated, the cosine values were converted into color indices through a color scale, and a pseudo color image was constructed. The calculated values of cosine similarity to gluten and starch were converted to shades of red and green respectively, through a color axis. The color axis for the value of the cosine similarity to gluten consisted of colors with consecutive values in the red channel of the RGB color coordinate system, with the green and blue values set to 0. The color axis for cosine similarity to starch had consecutive values in the green channel, with red and blue values set to 0. The maximum and minimum values of cosine similarity corresponding to the range of the color axes were optimized for each image. The red and green color (indicating maximum similarity) was assigned to the maximum similarity value in the sample. The minimum similarity value, corresponding to the black color, was chosen so that the areas showing maximum similarity to gluten would be colored black in the starch image and the areas showing maximum similarity to starch would be colored black in the gluten image.
A color was assigned to every pixel in the dough, gluten, and starch images according to the calculated value of cosine similarity and the corresponding color axis. The images in shades of red and green, representing the values of cosine similarity to gluten and starch respectively, were composited to obtain a pseudo color image. Finally, the pixels classified to be in the bubble area were masked in black.
Creating the stained image. To validate the pseudo color image obtained by FF imaging, the exact same area of the same dough sample was stained with fluorescence dyes for gluten and starch immediately after spatial FF data acquisition. A mixture of rhodamine B and FITC (0.1% and 1.0% w/v respectively) in dimethylformamide was used for noncovalent labeling of gluten and starch respectively. The staining process was carried out in a dark room to prevent color degradation, and the staining time was 40 min. The stained dough sample was washed with distilled water and sealed with glycerin (Kishida Reagents Chemicals, Tokyo, Japan) prior to the observation. The staining methods and conditions conformed to those used in previous studies using these two fluorescence stains to visualize gluten and starch. 1, [8] [9] [10] 14, 34) The stained dough was observed using fluorescence microscopy (BZ-8100, KEYENCE Japan, Osaka, Japan) at excitation/emission wavelengths 470 nm/535 nm for FITC and 540 nm/605 nm for rhodamine B. The images were loaded into analysis software, the contrast was enhanced, and the two images were composited to obtain a stained image. Figure 2A and B show the pseudo color images of fractionated gluten, under-mixed dough, and starch, colored according to the cosine similarity between the FF of each pixel in the dough sample and the average FFs of gluten, and starch respectively. Naturally, the pixels in the gluten sample showed a high similarity to the average FF of gluten and a low similarity to that of starch, and the pixels in the starch sample showed a high similarity to the average FF of starch and a low similarity to that of gluten. Regarding the dough sample, areas that showed high gluten and starch contents were highly complementary. Figure 3 shows a pseudo color FF image and a stained image of the same dough sample. The pseudo color FF images based on the cosine similarity to those of gluten (A) and starch (B) showed patterns similar to the fluorescence images stained with rhodamine B (D) and FITC (E) respectively. The composite image in pseudo color (C) showed clear correspondence with the composite stained image (F), validating the effectiveness of the FF imaging method.
Results and Discussion
Further studies were carried out to compare the pseudo color image obtained from the spatial FF data and the stained image. For the stained image, rhodamine B and FITC were used to visualize the distributions of gluten and starch respectively, but some areas stained with FITC overlapped with the areas stained with rhodamine B. On the other hand, in the FF pseudo color image, the areas with a high value of cosine similarity to gluten and starch appeared to be highly complementary.
To confirm this, the luminance of the pixels in the dough stained with FITC was plotted against the luminance of the same pixels stained with rhodamine B. Similarly, the cosine similarity values to starch were plotted against the similarity values to gluten. Figure 4A and B show the difference in the distribution pattern between the stained image and the FF pseudo color image in a scatter plot of 500 randomly selected pixels.
The luminance values for the stained image and the cosine similarity values for the FF pseudo color image were standardized so that the average would equal 0 and the standard deviation would equal 1. Furthermore, the values are shown in a new coordination system where the point of origin was set to the mean value for fluorescence or cosine similarity and the x-and y-axes were set to the same scale. The top-right quadrant is numbered as the first quadrant, the top-left as the second, and so on in anti-clockwise order. Pixels falling in the second or the fourth quadrant mean that the fluorescence or cosine similarity values were high for gluten and low for starch, or vice-versa. In short, many pixels falling in the second or the fourth quadrants means that the distributions of gluten and starch were complementary. As can be seen from the figures, the pixels in the stained image are evenly distributed in the coordinate plane, whereas the pixels in the FF pseudo color image are mainly distributed in the second or the fourth quadrant. The same analysis was performed using all the pixels in the stained and cosine similarity images. The numbers of pixels falling in the first to fourth quadrants are shown in Fig. 4C . The data indicate that in the FF pseudo color image, a pixel showing a high value of similarity to gluten tends to show a low value of similarity to starch, and vice versa. However, in the stained image, there are many pixels with high luminance for both FITC and rhodamine B, confirming that the areas stained with FITC overlapped with the areas stained with rhodamine B.
FITC itself has a strong reactive potential with the amino group, and rhodamine B can stain starch in the absence of proteins.
34) It appears to be that the optimal balance of concentration between rhodamine B and FITC, in which the two stains color gluten and starch selectively is difficult to achieve. It is natural to assume that gluten and starch are distributed separately in the dough, so this suggests that the FF pseudo color image more closely represents the true situation. A and B are images colored according to the values of cosine similarity between the FF of each pixel and those of gluten and starch respectively. A and B were composited, and the bubble areas were masked to produce C. D and E are images taken after staining the sample with a liquid mixture of rhodamine B and FITC, which color gluten and starch respectively. D was taken at 605 nm and shows the areas stained with rhodamine B, while E was taken at 535 nm and shows the areas stained with FITC. D and E were composited to produce F. Similar patterns can be seen in C and F, validating the effectiveness of the FF imaging method. Figure 5 shows the pseudo color FF images of dough at the under-mixing stage (A), the optimum-mixing stage (B), and the over-mixing stage (C). The agglomerated gluten observed at the under-mixing stage broke up slightly at the optimum-mixing stage, but the difference was more distinct between the optimum-and the overmixing stage as the agglomerated gluten broke up completely and formed a homogeneous structure with starch. The dough images at each mixing stage were in agreement with the findings of other researchers. 1, 11, [35] [36] [37] The significant change in the structure of gluten between the optimum-and the over-mixing stage also corresponded to observations by Amend and Belitz. 35) As shown in Fig. 6A to F, the values of cosine similarity to gluten and starch changed between the optimum-mixing stage and the over-mixing stage. The average values of cosine similarity to gluten and starch were 0.98 and 0.94 for the under-mixing stage, 0.98 and 0.93 for the optimum-stage, and 0.86 and 0.81 for the over-mixing stage, with much lower values of similarity in the over-mixed image. This might be because the gluten and starch were mixed so finely that every pixel contained both gluten and starch, lowering the similarity to the two references.
The FF imaging method requires fewer preprocessing steps than conventional microscopic methods. The two main problems with preprocessing are that it involves the risk of chemical or physical sample alteration and that the prepared sample is markedly affected by the preparation conditions and the researcher's skill. The FF imaging method is much easier to perform, with only a few simple processes that can affect the final results.
The principles of detection of gluten and starch by the fluorescence fingerprint (FF) differ in several ways from those of conventional fluorescence measurement. In conventional fluorescence spectroscopy, the focus is on the wavelength and intensity of what is usually a single, apparent peak. On the other hand, the FF uses the information in the three-dimensional diagram as a whole, including weak fluorescence responses which in the conventional fluorescence spectrum would be dismissed as insignificant. This is reasonable because the fractionated starch and gluten measured in this study were complex substances containing many minor constituents. While gluten consists mainly of amino acids such as tryptophan and tyrosine, which emit fluorescence, it is known to contain lipids and small amounts of starch. 38) Similarly, fractionated starch contains proteins and ash 39) as well as the starch granules themselves. Some proteins are reported to be bound tightly to the surface of these starch granules, 40) which means that these proteins exist together with the starch granules in the dough as well as in the fractionated starch. A, Fluorescence intensities of 500 randomly picked pixels from the stained image at emission wavelengths of 535 nm for FITC and 605 nm for rhodamine B plotted against each other. B, Value of cosine similarity to starch plotted against the value of cosine similarity to gluten for 500 randomly picked pixels from the pseudo color images. The x-and y-axis values of A and B are centered and scaled by the mean and standard deviation. As shown in A and B, the coordinate space was divided into the first to fourth quadrant by the mean value. C, Bar graph showing the number of pixels falling in the first to fourth quadrants of the scatter plot. In the FF, multiple fluorescence spectra that include fluorescence from these minor constituents are treated as one whole response pattern. Because the exposure time of the camera is set to be longer for wavelengths at which the fluorescence emission is weak, the FF pattern becomes highly sensitive towards weak fluorescence signals. This sensitivity is important because the characteristics of complex substances usually lie in the composition of such minor constituents. This is the reason we used as references the gluten and starch fractionated from the same flour as the dough instead of commercially available gluten and starch. The extracted gluten and starch along with minor constituents were the substances we aimed to visualize in the dough, and hence, the most simple and accurate method was to compare the whole FF pattern to those of the two targets.
As contrasted to factor analysis methods such as parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC), which aim to decompose the measured spectrum into multiple spectra of individual constituents, 41) the value of cosine similarity simply shows the closeness of the FF patterns. Cosine similarity is often used in analytical chemistry, combined with measurement methods such as microemulsion electrokinetic chromatography 32) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. 33) It is especially effective in cases in which the sample contains a great number of components that all together determine the properties of the sample, as is the case with gluten and starch.
The conventional approach to spectroscopy, which focuses on specific peaks, can be difficult to apply to fluorescence emission bands in the ultraviolet to visual range, because they are broad in nature, have bad resolution, and often overlap. Because of these characteristics, it is often difficult to define a single peak in the fluorescence spectrum that accounts for the target substance, especially when the sample is complex and contains multiple fluorescence constituents. Furthermore, in this study, the exposure times of the camera differed with the wavelength conditions, resulting in FF patterns in which the fluorescence peaks were not measured in their original forms, but these problems have no significance if the FF is analyzed simply by its response pattern. The adoption of cosine similarity as an analytical tool is optimal in this sense.
Conclusion
The FF imaging method proposed in this study uses the three-dimensional data of the FF as a whole, including weak fluorescence responses from minor constituents. These responses are reflected in the results through calculations of cosine similarity. Hence, the method is suggested to be suitable to visualize complex substances such as gluten and starch in bread dough. Furthermore, the accuracy of the image is expected to be enhanced by obtaining the function between the fluorescence intensity of FF and the actual quantity, density, or concentration of the constituents. In that it dispenses the requirement of preprocessing, the FF imaging method can be developed into a powerful and contactfree analytical approach. 
